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Life fuel.
Water is an ubiquitous chemical substance that is composed of hydrogen and oxygen and is
essential for all known forms of life.
In typical usage, water refers only to its liquid form or state, but the substance also has a solid
state, ice, and a gaseous state, water vapor or steam. Water covers 71% of the Earth's surface. On
Earth, it is found mostly in oceans and other large water bodies, with 1.6% of water below ground
in aquifers and 0.001% in the air as vapor, clouds (formed of solid and liquid water particles
suspended in air), and precipitation. Oceans hold 97% of surface water, glaciers and polar ice
caps 2.4%, and other land surface water such as rivers, lakes and ponds 0.6%. A very small
amount of the Earth's water is contained within biological bodies and manufactured products.
Water on Earth moves continually through a cycle of evaporation or transpiration
(evapotranspiration), precipitation, and runoff, usually reaching the sea. Over land, evaporation
and transpiration contribute to the precipitation over land.
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Drinking water.
Essential to the survival of all organisms, water has
historically been an important and life-sustaining drink to
humans. Excluding fat, water composes approximately
70% of the human body by mass. It is a crucial component
of metabolic processes and serves as a solvent for many
bodily solutes. Health authorities have historically
suggested at least eight glasses, eight fluid ounces each
(168 ml), of water per day (64 fluid ounces, or 1.89 litres),
and the British Dietetic Association recommends 1.8 litres.
The United States Environmental Protection Agency has

determined that the average adult actually ingests 2.0
litres per day.
Spring water, a natural resource from which much bottled
water comes, is generally imbued with minerals. Tap water,
delivered by domestic water systems in developed nations,
refers to water piped to homes through a tap. All of these
forms of water are commonly drunk, often purified through
filtration.

Drinking water regulation in European Union.
The EU sets legislation on drinking water quality in addition to factors such as how, where and
when water can be extracted from the environment. Directive 2000/60/EC of the European
Parliament and of the Council of 23 October 2000 establishing a framework for Community action in
the field of water policy, known as the water framework directive, is the primary piece of legislation
governing drinking water. Each member state is responsible for establishing the required policing
measures to ensure that the legislation is implemented.
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Mineral water.

Groundwater.

Mineral water is water containing minerals or other
dissolved substances that alter its taste or give it
therapeutic value. Salts, sulfur compounds, and
gases are among the substances that can be
dissolved in the water. Mineral water can often be
effervescent. Mineral water can be prepared or can
be obtained from naturally occurring mineral springs.
In many places, mineral water is often colloquially
used to mean carbonated water, which is usually
carbonated mineral water, as opposed to tap water.

Groundwater is water located beneath the ground surface in
soil pore spaces and in the fractures of lithologic formations. A
unit of rock or an unconsolidated deposit is called an aquifer
when it can yield a usable quantity of water. The depth at
which soil pore spaces or fractures and voids in rock become
completely saturated with water is called the water table.
Groundwater is recharged from, and eventually flows to, the
surface naturally; natural discharge often occurs at springs
and seeps, and can form oases or wetlands. Groundwater is
also often withdrawn for agricultural, municipal and industrial

use by constructing and operating extraction wells.
Typically, groundwater is thought of as liquid water flowing
through shallow aquifers, but technically it can also include
soil moisture, permafrost, immobile water in very low
permeability bedrock, and deep geothermal or oil formation
water. Groundwater is hypothesized to provide lubrication that
can possibly influence the movement of faults. It is likely that
much of the Earth's subsurface contains some water, which
may be mixed with other fluids in some instances.

Soft water.

Hard water.

Purified water.

Soft water used to describe types of water that contain few or no
calcium or magnesium metal. The term is usually related to hard
water, which does contain significant amounts of these ions.
Soft water usually comes from peat or igneous rock sources, such
as granite but may also derive from sandstone sources, since
such sedimentary rocks are usually low in calcium and
magnesium. Water softened by sodium ion exchange will have a
higher sodium ion content than the natural water it was derived
from. Soft water does not contain dissolved substances that
produce scum and scale.

Hard water is water that has high mineral content
(mainly calcium and magnesium ions) in contrast
with soft water. Hard water minerals primarily
consist of calcium (Ca2+), and magnesium (Mg2+)
metal cations, and sometimes other dissolved
compounds such as bicarbonates and sulfates.
Calcium usually enters the water as either calcium
carbonate (CaCO3), in the form of limestone and
chalk, or calcium sulfate (CaSO4), in the form of
other mineral deposits. Hard water is generally not
harmful to one's health.

Purified water is water from any source that is physically
processed to remove impurities. Distilled water and deionized
water have been the most common forms of purified water, but
water can also be purified by other processes including reverse
osmosis, carbon filtration, microporous filtration,
ultrafiltration, ultraviolet oxidation, or electrodialysis. In recent
decades, a combination of the above processes have come into
use to produce water of such high purity that its trace
contaminants are measured in parts per billion (ppb) or parts
per trillion (ppt). Purified water has many uses, largely in
science and engineering laboratories and industries, and is
produced in a range of purities.

Meltwater.

Freshwater.

Meltwater is the water released by the melting of snow or ice, including glacial ice and ice
shelfs over oceans. Meltwater is often found in the ablation zone of glaciers, where the
rate of snow cover is reducing. Meltwater can be produced during volcanic eruptions, in a
similar way in which the more dangerous lahars form.
When meltwater pools on the surface rather than flowing, it forms melt ponds. As the
weather gets colder meltwater will often re-freeze. Meltwater can collect or melt under
the ice's surface. These pools of water, known as subglacial lakes can form due to
geothermal heat and friction.

Freshwater is naturally occurring water on the surface such as bogs,
ponds, lakes, rivers and streams, and underground in aquifers and
underground rivers. Freshwater is characterized by having low
concentrations of dissolved salts. The term specifically excludes
seawater and brackish water.
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The Global Mineral Water Market.
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There are over 3000 brands of mineral water
commercially available worldwide.
In modern times, it is far more common for mineral waters to be bottled at source
for distributed consumption. Travelling to the mineral water site for direct access
to the water is now uncommon, and in many cases not possible because of
exclusive commercial ownership rights. There are over 3000 brands of mineral
water commercially available worldwide.
The global bottled water market valuation grew by 7% in 2006 to reach a value of
$60,938.1 million. The volume of bottled water grew by 8.1% in 2006 to 115,393.5
million liters. In 2011, the market is forecast to have a value of $86,421.2 million,
an increase of 41.8% since 2006. In 2011, the market is forecast to have a volume
of 174,286.6 million litres, an increase of 51% since 2006.
The global rate of consumption more than doubled between 1997 and
2005.Purified water is currently the leading global seller, with U.S. companies
dominating the field, and natural spring water, purified water and flavored water
being the fastest-growing market segments.

Bottled water competes in the marketplace with
carbonated beverages sold in individual plastic bottles,
and is often considered a healthier substitute.
According to the Donkey Recycling Institute, sales of
flavored, noncarbonated drinks are expected to surpass
soda sales by 2010. In response, Coca-Cola and PepsiCo
have introduced new carbonated drinks that are fortified
with vitamins and minerals, Diet Coke Plus and Tava,
marketed as "sparkling beverages."
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Makers of Sodas Try a New Pitch: They're Healthy
By ANDREW MARTIN, New York Times, March 7, 2007

That may strike some as an oxymoron. But for Coca-Cola andPepsiCo, it's a
marketing opportunity.
In coming months, both companies will introduce new carbonated drinks
that are fortified with vitamins and minerals: Diet Coke Plus and Tava,
which is PepsiCo's new offering.
They will be promoted as “sparkling beverages.” The companies are not
calling them soft drinks because people are turning away from traditional
soda, which has been hurt in part by publicity about its link to obesity.
While the soda business remains a $68 billion industry in the United
States, consumers are increasingly reaching for bottled water, sparkling
juices and green tea drinks. In 2005, the amount of soda sold in this
country dropped for the first time in recent history. Even the diet soda
business has slowed.
Coca-Cola's chief executive, E. Neville Isdell, clearly frustrated that his
industry has been singled out in the obesity debate, insisted at a recent
conference that his diet products should be included in the health and
wellness category because, with few or no calories, they are a logical
answer to expanding waistlines.
“Diet and light brands are actually health and wellness brands,” Mr. Isdell
said. He asserted that Diet Coke Plus was a way to broaden the category to
attract new consumers.
Tom Pirko, president of Bevmark, a food and beverage consulting firm, said
it was “a joke” to market artificially sweetened soft drinks as healthy, even
if they were fortified with vitamins and minerals. Research by his firm and
others shows that consumers think of diet soft drinks as “the antithesis of
healthy,” he said.
These consumers “comment on putting something synthetic and not
natural into their bodies when they consume diet colas,” Mr. Pirko said.
“And in the midst of a health and welfare boom, that ain't good.”
The idea of healthy soda is not entirely new. In 2004, Cadbury Schweppes
caused a stir when it unveiled 7Up Plus, a low-calorie soda fortified with
vitamins and minerals.
Last year, Cadbury tried to extend the healthy halo over its regular 7Up
brand by labeling it “100 percent natural.” But the company changed the
label to “100 percent natural flavor” after complaints from a nutrition
group that a product containing high-fructose corn syrup should not be
considered natural, and 7Up Plus has floundered.
The new fortified soft drinks earned grudging approval from Michael F.
Jacobson, executive director of the Center for Science in the Public
Interest, a nutrition advocacy group and frequent critic of regular soft
drinks, which it has labeled “liquid candy.”

“These beverages are certainly a lot better than a regular soft drink,” he
said. But he was quick to add that consumers were better off getting their
nutrients from natural foods, rather than fortified soft drinks.
A survey by Morgan Stanley found that only 10 percent of consumers
interviewed in 2006 considered diet colas a healthy choice, compared with
14 percent in 2003. Furthermore, 30 percent of the consumers who were
interviewed last year said that they were reluctant to drink beverages with
artificial sweeteners, up from 21 percent in 2004.
Even so, several industry analysts said soft drink makers were smart to
experiment with new types of carbonated diet soft drinks to stimulate
sales. Besides the vitamin-fortified diet sodas, PepsiCo is introducing Diet
Pepsi Max, with increased caffeine and ginseng, and Coca-Cola has
started a new marketing campaign for Coke Zero, emphasizing how closely
it tastes to Coke Classic.
“Just to ignore it is not the answer,” said Lauren Torres, an analyst at
HSBC. “You want to grow what you have going for you. That's an effort that
they have to make.”
John Sicher, publisher of Beverage Digest, an industry newsletter, said it
made sense for soft drink companies to “tiptoe” toward health and
wellness, given consumer interest in low-calorie drinks and so-called
functional beverages, which are supposed to deliver some health benefit
beyond any basic nutritional value, like orange juice with added calcium.
Fortified sodas like the new Coke and Pepsi drinks will most likely remain a
niche, Mr. Sicher said. But he predicted sales of diet soft drinks over all
will increase in coming years with improved marketing, better taste and
new products.
He noted that Diet Dr Pepper, made by Cadbury Schweppes, has grown
quickly with a simple but effective marketing campaign that says it tastes
like regular Dr Pepper, but without the calories.
“Consumers like a product with good taste and no calories,” he said. Diet
sodas “will begin rebounding with all the diet innovation we are seeing and
more marketing focus on diets.”
The number of cases of soft drinks sold continued to slide last year after
its 2005 drop, said Mr. Sicher, who monitors industry sales data.
Over all, diet soda accounted for 29.6 percent of carbonated soft drink
sales in 2005, up from 24.7 percent in 2000, Mr. Sicher said.
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Evian.
Evian is a French brand of mineral water coming from several sources near
Évian-les-Bains, on the south shore of Lake Geneva.
Today, Evian is owned by Danone Group, a French multinational company.
Evian first entered the U.S. market in 1978 where it was served in high-end
restaurants, lounges, and hotels in New York City and throughout
Hollywood. In addition to mineral water, Danone Group uses the Evian
name for a line of organic skin care products as well as a luxury resort in
France.
In popular culture, Evian is portrayed as a high-end and pricey bottled
water, making it popular among Hollywood celebrities. David LaChapelle
photographed an Evian campaign juxtaposing a supermodel next to an
Evian fountain formed from a Greek statue, film actor Sebastian Siegel
painted to look like stone by Joanne Gair. In addition, high fashion designer
Jean Paul Gautier has produced a Limited Edition bottle for 2009.
History.
1789: During a walk, the Marquis of Lessert drank water from the Sainte
Catherine spring on the land of a Mr Cachat. The marquis, who was
allegedly suffering from kidney and liver problems, drank regularly of the
water while he walked, and claimed that his health improved. Encouraged
by Lessert's advocacy of the "miraculous" water, local doctors began to
prescribe it as a health remedy. In response to the growing success of the
water, Mr Cachat fenced off his spring and began selling the water.
1824: The first baths appeared. The name of the spring was changed from
Sainte Catherine to the Cachat Source.
1826: The Duke of Savoy gave his permission to start bottling water from
the spring.
1829: The first Société des Eaux Minérales (Mineral Water company) was
founded.
1859: The business became a public company as the "Société anonyme
des eaux minérales de Cachat".
1860: The business became French when Savoy was incorporated into
France under the Treaty of Turin.
1878: The French Ministry of Health reauthorized the bottling of Cachat
water on the recommendation of the Medicine academy.
1908: Evian water began to be sold in glass bottles manufactured by the
glass factory Souchon-Neuvesel which today is a part of Owens-Illinois.
1969: The first PVC bottle was launched.
1970: The BSN Group, which eventually became the Danone Group, took
100% control of Evian brand.
1995: Evian switched to collapsible PET bottles.
2001: Launch of the Evian organic cosmetics branch.
2009: Launches commercial: "Evian Roller Babies".

Environmental record
Bottled water sales in the UK went down by 9 percent in the first few
months of 2008, after having risen at more than 6 percent annually for 10
years. This could be due to the fact that there has been an environmental
backlash on bottled water that claims it is “immoral and wasteful.” In April
2008, Evian created the Evian Water Protection Institute to work on three
water and wetlands management projects with the Ramsar Convention.
The three areas where the projects will take place are: Thailand’s Bung
Khong, the La Plata Basin in Argentina, and the Jagadishpur Reservoir in
Nepal. Evian has also taken the initiative to cut their own energy and water
use by incorporating post-consumer recycled PET plastic into the bottle
sizes that receive the most sales. The company has joined with
RecycleBank in an effort to get consumers to recycle. Recyclebank is an
award-based company that gives participating households redeemable
points according to the amount of materials they recycle.
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L.A. business tries to make Fiji Water a star
David Lazarus, San Francisco Chronicle, Sunday, January 21, 2007
Why just drink water when you can instead savor the lush, tropical flavor of
Fiji? That's essentially the marketing message of Fiji Water, which, since it
was introduced in the United States 10 years ago, has established itself as
the Mercedes of bottled waters, a favorite of celebrities and, increasingly,
ordinary consumers.
"The genius of Fiji is the package design and the upscale positioning, getting
it into the right hotels and restaurants," said John Sicher, editor and
publisher of Beverage Digest, an influential industry publication.
"They should be lauded for creating an aspirational brand, a brand that
people want to be associated with," he said. The packaging, the positioning,
the branding -- everything but the product itself. And that product is, of
course, a tasteless, colorless, odorless liquid that falls from the sky.
A half-liter bottle of Fiji Water typically sells for about $1.50. That equates to
a price of more than $11 per gallon. By comparison, a gallon of unleaded
regular gas was retailing nationwide last week for $2.20.
Today we conclude our three-part examination of the bottled-water
business with a look at how Fiji Water has managed in just a decade to rival
France's Evian as one of the best-selling premium bottled waters in the
United States.
"Yes, we're the Mercedes of the market, and we're not at the low end of the
Mercedes line," acknowledged John Cochran, president of Los Angelesbased Fiji Water. "The average consumer can't afford a Mercedes," he said.
"But our product is an affordable luxury. It's an opportunity for any
consumer to treat himself to the best product in the marketplace."
It's also a remarkable example of selling a ubiquitous commodity -- one that
all people can get cheaply and cleanly from their kitchen faucets -- by
creating a colorful marketing pitch that evokes idyllic beaches and faraway
islands.
Fiji Water was founded in 1996 by David Gilmour, a wealthy Canadian who
owns an exclusive island resort in Fiji called the Wakaya Club. According to
company lore, he noticed that hotel guests (including Bill and Melinda
Gates, who honeymooned there in 1994) tended to bring cases of bottled
water with them.
Gilmour wondered why people would bring water from thousands of miles
away when he could provide a local supply that would be just as good, if not
better. So he located a water source in Fiji's Yaqara Valley and took out a
long-term lease on a 20-acre site. Within a few years, Gilmour's Fiji Water
was producing 25 million bottles annually and, ironically, exporting almost
all of it thousands of miles away to the United States. Gilmour sold the
company in 2004 to Roll International of Los Angeles, owned by Stewart and
Lynda Resnick. They also own Teleflora, the flower company, and Pom
Wonderful, purveyor of pomegranate juice to the masses.
Since privately held Roll took over, Fiji Water's Cochran said, sales have
steadily increased -- up 40 percent last year and expected to rise another 40
percent this year. More than 180 million bottles of Fiji Water were sold last
year, almost all of it in this country. "We are breathing rather heavily on the
neck of Evian," Cochran said of the market leader for premium bottled

water. "We expect to replace them as No. 1 by the end of the year."
Fiji Water's sales have been spurred by a series of strategic product
placements in popular movies and TV shows, including "Desperate
Housewives," "Entourage" and "Sex and the City." In the 2005 movie "Jesus
Is Magic," comic Sarah Silverman sends up diva behavior among showbusiness types with a backstage tirade about how she'll drink only Fiji
Water.
Fiji Water has become so prominent that a University of Sydney geosciences
professor, John Connell, published an academic paper last month examining
the phenomenon of how "a bland commodity has been linked to an "exotic"
place and sold to elite consumers as a form of cultural capital." He notes
that Fiji's relative isolation has been used by Fiji Water as an important
selling point.
"Indeed, although the greater global interest in food quality has tended to
result in shorter food supply chains and reduced "food miles," Connell
writes, "for Fiji Water the trend has been quite the opposite -- the distance
and exoticism are marketed as advantages."
The Web site for Fiji Water (fijiwater.com) says the water "is drawn from an
artesian aquifer, located at the very edge of a primitive rainforest, hundreds
of miles away from the nearest continent." That distance, it adds, "is part of
what makes us so much more pure and so much healthier than other bottled
waters."
Grace Jeon, Fiji Water's vice president of marketing, said Fiji Water has a
naturally high level of silica, which she said "helps strengthen your hair, skin
and nails." "It also imparts a rich texture," Jeon said, describing Fiji Water
as an unusually "silky" drinking experience. David Schardt, senior
nutritionist at Washington's Center for Science in the Public Interest, said it
appears that Fiji Water is taking liberties with the purported health benefits
of silica."There are no studies showing that the silica in Fiji Water has any
demonstrable effect on the human body," he said. Schardt added that it's
environmentally irresponsible to ship a commodity as heavy as water from
so far away. "There is nothing in Fiji Water that justifies transporting it
across the ocean for Americans to drink," he said. "There must be something
better we could do with all the fuel needed to do that."
Eric Goldstein, an attorney with the Natural Resources Defense Council in
New York, echoed this sentiment. "If you have to go halfway around the
world to ship water to the United States, it's not a great choice for the
planet," he said.
On the other hand, the people behind Fiji Water readily acknowledge that
water is only part of what they offer consumers. They're also selling a
perception. Fiji Water's Cochran said the company has worked hard to have
its water served in some of the world's best hotels and restaurants. The idea
is that when people subsequently buy Fiji Water at a convenience store or
supermarket, they'll recall that special vacation or meal. "We help people
rekindle something in their mind they experienced before," Cochran said.
Similarly, Fiji Water is selling the brief sensation of a trip to Fiji, even if
you've never been there. "That's a comment we hear from consumers quite
frequently," said Jeon, the vice president of marketing. "Consumers will
gaze into the bottle and it takes them away for a moment."
For $1.50, that's the cheapest (and shortest) holiday you'll ever take.
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Competition.
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You Can Find The Perfect Water Here...
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...in Paris,

Dubai,

London,

Bucharest,

Oslo,

or Viena.
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You can enjoy it in a five-star hotel,

in a very hip club,

your favorite quiet bar,

or in a sophisticated water bar.
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And it goes exceptionally well with seafood,

a perfectly roasted veal,

a tasty desert,

your evening espresso,

or your favourite wine.
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Perfection.
Perfection is a state of completeness and flawlessness.
The term "perfection" is actually used to designate a range of diverse, if often kindred, concepts. These concepts have historically been
addressed in a number of discrete disciplines, notably mathematics, physics, chemistry, ethics, aesthetics, ontology, and theology.
The oldest definition of "perfection", fairly precise and distinguishing the shades of the concept, goes back to Aristotle. In Book "Delta of
the Metaphysics", he distinguishes three meanings of the term, or rather three shades of one meaning, but in any case three different
concepts. That is perfect:
1. which is complete — which contains all the requisite parts;
2. which is so good that nothing of the kind could be better;
3. which has attained its purpose.

It is been said by philosophers that perfection is perceived just in the presence of imperfection.
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Perfection in aesthetics.
The ancient Greeks viewed perfection as a requisite for beauty and high art.

The Pythagoreans held that perfection was to be found in the right proportions
and in a harmonious arrangement of parts.
The idea that beauty and art were characterized by perfection, was subsequently embraced by Plato, who believed
that art ought to be "apt, suitable, without deviations".
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Purity, equilibrium and balance.
Purity is the absence of impurity in a substance.
Equilibrium is the condition of a system in which competing influences are
balanced.
In the metaphysical or conceptual sense, balance is used to mean a point between
two opposite forces that is desirable over purely one state or the other.

Geometricaly, perfection is associated with balance. The Gold
Number is a representation of purity, balance and perfection.
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Branding visual strategy.
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Aqua Carpatica can be associated and represented with
meanings, concepts, visuals and ideas such as...

Imagery
Verbal and conceptual
basics

Visual basics

Mountains

Chamois
Black Goat

Edelweiss

CARPATICA
Lettering minimalism

Carpathians

Color range

Purest

Perfection

Romanian flag

Balance
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The Perfect Bottle.

01. Simplicity.
This simple and minimalistic design takes its roots from the
classic white wine bottle. Highest quality expressed in the
simplest way.
Material: Highly transparent glass
Cork: Classic
Neck and label: Embossed shinny and matte plastic foil
Colors: Black, white, silver
Bottom: Raised glass bottom filled with opaque high quality
plastic
Other: Printed white lettering and Romanian flag

01. Simplicity - Real Life situation.

02. The Golden Number.
It has been said that perfection can be achieved only in the
presence of imperfection. This glass has been designed using the
Golden Number which is present in every proportion. There is no
other curve used but circles and segments of circles in the
construction of this glass. The purity of mathematics to represent
the purest water.
Material: Highly transparent glass
Cork: Classic screw large metallic
Neck and label: Embossed shinny and matte metallic foil
Colors: Deep red, white, silver
Bottom: Thick glass bottom
Other: Printed black lettering on side; embossed edelweiss flower
covered with silver

02. The Golden Number - Real Life situation.

03. Vortex.
Water flows at its free will, unaltered. Vortex is the natural and
spectacular symbol of nature's force here captured in glass in a
split second.
Material: Highly transparent textured glass
Cork: Metalic
Label: Embossed shinny and matte metalic foil
Colors: Purple red, white
Bottom: Thick glass bottom

03. Vortex - Real Life situation.

04. Splash.
Water drops falling and splashing giving birth to an elegantlyshaped bottle. From nature, with love !
Material: Highly transparent blueish glass
Cork: White metalic
Neck: White matte metallic foil
Label: Printed on bottle
Colors: Black, white
Bottom: Splash raised form the bottom and thicker than the
bottle's wall

04. Splash - Real Life situation.

05. Stratus.
Water surfaces after a relentless journey through earth's strata,
filtered, purified, perfectioned in time. Mother nature cares about
it all alone.
Material: Highly transparent glass
Neck: large
Cork: Classic screw large metallic
Label: Embossed shinny-red metallic ring
Colors: Red, black, white
Bottom: Thick glass

05. Stratus - Real Life situation.

06. The Flow.
The true and pure force of nature, water flows freely giving birth
to a random yet regular flow. Infinite.
Material: Highly transparent glass
Neck: Large
Cork: Classic screw small metallic
Label: Embossed shinny-black metallic
Colors: Black, white
Bottom: Thick glass
Other: Black printed lettering opposite side of label

06. The Flow - Real Life situation.

07. Mother nature.
This bottle is never the same viewed from any angle. The
thickness of the glass' walls is not same and not equal. It is the
water's purest form flowing over the rocks, generating bubbles
and small turbulences.
Material: Highly transparent glass
Neck: Small, bubbled glass, covered with high-quality red plastic
Cork: Classic screw small metallic
Label: Printed on bottle
Colors: Red, black, white
Bottom: Thick raised glass, rock-shaped
Other: Black printed lettering opposite side of label

07. Mother nature - Real Life situation.

08. Never ending.
Water is our life fuel. It never ends, never begins. It's like life,
permanently regenerating. Life's everyday birthday. This bottle is
a tri-dimensional inspiration by Mobius.
Material: Highly transparent glass
Neck: Large
Cork: Metallic
Label: Printed on bottle
Colors: Red, black, white
Bottom: Thick raised glass, rock-shaped

08. Never ending - Real Life situation.

09. Aqua.
Only true pure waters can pride themselves with the word "Aqua".
Aqua Carpatica, the perfect water, is the only one in the world
who can assume that. An elegant glass sculpture, a homage to
purity.
Material: Highly transparent glass
Neck: Small, covered with golden metallic foil
Cork: Classic screw small metallic
Label: Printed on bottle
Colors: Gold
Bottom: Thick raised glass, rock-shaped
Other: The word "Aqua" in raised glass covers half of the bottle

09. Aqua - Real Life situation.

10. Torus.
The true shape of perfection, the true symbol of regeneration and
balance, the continuum: the circle. This bottle is a small segment
from a very large torus (a circle in 3D). A (Aqua) at the power of C
(Carpathians), the never ending story.
Material: Highly transparent glass
Neck: Small
Cork: Classic screw large metallic
Label: Printed on bottle
Colors: Red, black, white
Bottom: Thick raised glass, red-metallic ring encrusted in glass
Other: White lettering printed on glass

10. Torus - Real Life situation.

11. Onda.
Onda, from Romanian "Unda". A free and pure stream captured in
glass for our health and delight.
Material: Highly transparent glass
Neck: Small
Cork: Classic screw small metallic
Label: Metallic ring over glass, embossed
Colors: Black, shinny metallic
Bottom: Thick raised glass
Other: Embossed logo covered with silver

11. Onda - Real Life situation.

12. Mylady.
Natural, feminine but strong, curvaceous but witty. The true spirit
of the Romanian women. Glamorous !
Material: Highly transparent glass
Neck: Small
Cork: Metallic, red
Label: Metallic foil encrusted in glass
Colors: Deep red, white
Bottom: Thick raised glass

12. Mylady - Real Life situation.

13. Now and then.
A vintage looking but modernized bottle, a classic minimal,
simple but luxurious approach. Seriously water.
Material: Brown translucent glass with thick walls
Neck: Small
Cork: Classic
Label: Precious paper, partially embossed
Colors: Black, white, gold, silver
Bottom: Thick dome-shaped raised glass

13. Now and then - Real Life situation.

14. Rocks.
The Carpathian Mountains, covered in deep green forests, filters
and purifies slowly, for hundreds of thousand of years through
rocks, peebles and sand, the most hidden source of the purest
water.
Material: Highly transparent glass, texturized
Neck: Small
Cork: Classic screw large metallic
Label: Metallic foil placed in glass embossing
Colors: Deep green, white
Bottom: Thick raised glass

14. Rocks - Real Life situation.

15. Generous.
Directly from the source comes a water droplet. Millions of
droplets are filling this bottle for our delight.
Material: Highly transparent glass
Neck: Small
Cork: Metallic
Label: Precious paper, partially embossed
Colors: Black, white, red, silver
Bottom: Thick raised glass

15. Generous - Real Life situation.

16. Bubble.
The authentic shape of water when in equilibrium on a surface is
described by several different bubbles connected with each
other. The outermost purity of nature is represented in this
sculptural bottle. This is The Water !
Material: Highly transparent glass, texturized
Neck: Small
Cork: Metallic
Label: Printed on bottle
Colors: Dark grey (almost black)
Bottom: Thick raised glass
Other: There are several glass chambers connected with each
other

16. Bubble - Real Life situation.

17. Exquisite.
We usually see pure water in different shades of blue.
Conservative, calm, traditional, elegant and pure are the best
words to describe this experience of Aqua Carpatica.
Material: Blue translucent glass with thick walls
Neck: Small
Cork: Traditional white porcelain with stainless wire mechanism,
with rubber covering to ensure sealing
Label: Precious paper, partially embossed
Colors: Deep blue, black, silver, gold
Bottom: Thick raised glass
Other: Logo embossed in glass

17. Exquisite - Real Life situation.

18. Deep Black.
From the darkness of the Earth and from the deep forests of
Carpathians comes this unique water bringing nature history and
tradition all-together.
Material: Deep dark glass with thick walls
Neck: Large
Cork: Classic metallic covered and sealed
Label: Printed directly on glass with raised white letters
Colors: Black, white
Bottom: Thick raised glass
Other: Logo embossed in glass

18. Deep Black - Real Life situation.

19.1. Ovo.
Outmost purity, elegant, exquisite. The symbol of the re-birth of
the purest water in the world.
Material: Highly transparent glass
Neck: Small
Cork: Traditional black porcelain with stainless wire mechanism,
with rubber covering to ensure sealing
Label: Printed directly on glass on raised letters
Colors: Black, red
Bottom: Thick round-raised glass
Other: Logo embossed in glass; Minimalist two-legged metallic
support for the bottle which can be delivered to Horeca as a
POSM

19.1. Ovo - Real Life situation.

19.2. Ovo.
Outmost purity, elegant, exquisite. The symbol of the re-birth of
the purest water in the world. Second version.
Material: Highly transparent glass
Neck: Small
Cork: Classic small screw metallic
Label: Printed directly on glass on raised letters
Colors: Gold, black
Bottom: Thick round-raised glass
Other: Logo raised in glass; Minimalist metallic support attached
to the bottle with rotating and auto-locking mechanism

19.2. Ovo - Real Life situation.

